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CONSPECTUS: Sodium ion channels selectively transport Na+ cations across
the cell membrane. These integral parts of the cell machinery are implicated in
regulating the cardiac, skeletal and smooth muscle contraction, nerve impulses,
salt and water homeostasis, as well as pain and taste perception. Their
malfunction often results in various channelopathies of the heart, brain, skeletal
muscles, and lung; thus, sodium channels are key drug targets for various
disorders including cardiac arrhythmias, heart attack, stroke, migraine, epilepsy,
pain, cancer, and autoimmune disorders. The ability of sodium channels to
discriminate the native Na+ among other competing ions in the surrounding
fluids is crucial for proper cellular functions. The selectivity filter (SF), the
narrowest part of the channel’s open pore, lined with amino acid residues that
specifically interact with the permeating ion, plays a major role in determining
Na+ selectivity. Different sodium channels have different SFs, which vary in the
symmetry, number, charge, arrangement, and chemical type of the metal-ligating
groups and pore size: epithelial/degenerin/acid-sensing ion channels have generally trimeric SFs lined with three conserved
neutral serines and/or backbone carbonyls; eukaryotic sodium channels have EKEE, EEKE, DKEA, and DEKA SFs with an
invariant positively charged lysine from the second or third domain; and bacterial voltage-gated sodium (Nav) channels exhibit
symmetrical EEEE SFs, reminiscent of eukaryotic voltage-gated calcium channels. How do these different sodium channel SFs
achieve high selectivity for Na+ over its key rivals, K+ and Ca2+? What factors govern the metal competition in these SFs and
which of these factors are exploited to achieve Na+ selectivity in the different sodium channel SFs? The free energies for replacing
K+ or Ca2+ bound inside different model SFs with Na+, evaluated by a combination of density functional theory and continuum
dielectric calculations, have shed light on these questions. The SFs of epithelial and eukaryotic Nav channels select Na

+ by
providing an optimal number and ligating strength of metal ligands as well as a rigid pore whose size fits the cognate Na+ ideally.
On the other hand, the SFs of bacterial Nav channels select Na

+, as the protein matrix attenuates ion−protein interactions relative
to ion−solvent interactions by enlarging the pore and allowing water to enter, so the ion interacts indirectly with the conserved
glutamates via bridging water molecules. This shows how these various SFs have adapted to the specific physicochemical
properties of the native ion, using different strategies to select Na+ among its contenders.

■ INTRODUCTION

Sodium ion channels are pore-forming transmembrane proteins
that selectively transport Na+ cations across the cell membrane.
These integral parts of the cell machinery are implicated in
regulating the cardiac, skeletal and smooth muscle contraction,
nerve impulses, salt and water homeostasis, as well as pain and
taste perception.1,2 Because sodium channels play a critical role
in fast processes, they are targets for deadly toxins, which block
sodium channels.3 Their malfunction often results in various
channelopathies of the heart, brain, skeletal muscles, and lung;4

thus, sodium channels are key drug targets for various disorders
including cardiac arrhythmias, heart attack, stroke, migraine,
epilepsy, pain, cancer, and autoimmune disorders.3,5

Central to the proper functioning of sodium channels is their
ability to correctly select the native Na+ from the mixture of
ions in the surrounding fluids. These channels can discriminate
Na+ from K+ with the same net charge or Ca2+ with nearly the

same ionic radius. In the degenerin or epithelial sodium channel
superfamily, the epithelial sodium channel is highly Na+-
selective with a Na+/K+ permeability ratio of 100−500,6,7

whereas the acid-sensing ion channel (ASIC) is much less Na+-
selective with a Na+/K+ permeability ratio of 13.8 Vertebrate
voltage-gated sodium (Nav) channels exhibit Na

+/K+ and Na+/
Ca2+ selectivity ratios of 309 and >11,10 respectively, whereas
bacterial Nav channels are more Na+/K+-selective with a
permeability ratio of 170 but less Na+/Ca2+-selective with a
permeability ratio of ∼7.11 Sodium-selective isoforms of the
sodium leak conductance channel are more permeable to Na+

than Ca2+ by a factor of ∼3.12
Although different segments of the channel pore may

contribute to Na+ selectivity, the selectivity filter (SF), the
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narrowest part of an open pore lined with protein ligands that
specifically interact with the passing ion, plays the key role in
controlling the channel selectivity, as altering its structure/
composition results in substantial/total loss of selectivity.
Crystallographic, site-directed mutagenesis, and channel-block-
er binding studies have revealed the SF oligomeric structure,
composition, and pore size of several sodium channels. The
epithelial/degenerin sodium channels have trimeric SFs
containing a conserved (G/S)XS tract with a narrow pore of
radius < 2.5 Å.13−15 The ASIC also has a trimeric SF lined by
three carbonyl oxygens but a wider pore of radius 3.6 Å that
matches the radius of hexahydrated Na+.16 Eukaryotic Nav
channels have constricted DEKA SFs where the conserved Asp,
Glu, Lys, and Ala are donated by each of the four nonidentical
protein domains.9,17 The same four conserved residues but with
Lys from the second domain and Glu from the third domain
line the SF of the Nav channels in cnidarians forming the DKEA
motif.12,18 The DKEA filter is not as Na+-selective as its DEKA
counterpart.18,19 Like vertebrate Nav channels, Na+-selective
isoforms of the sodium leak conductance channel in many
eukaryotes have EKEE/EEKE SFs with a Lys from the second/
third domain.12 Unlike their eukaryotic counterparts, the
bacterial Nav channels are homotetramers with a relatively
wide, water-filled EEEE SF pore of radius 3.2 Å.11,20

The short survey outlined above shows that different types of
sodium channels possess different SFs that vary in the overall
symmetry, number, charge, arrangement, and chemical type of
the metal-ligating groups as well as in the pore size. Yet, these
SFs can efficiently discriminate the native Na+ from other
competing ions in the ambient solutions. Interestingly, such a
diversity of Na+-selective SFs appears to be specific for sodium
channels since the potassium and calcium channel SFs are more
uniform in composition: A four-layered tetrameric structure
lined by eight backbone carbonyl ligands at each site is the
signature SF of various potassium channels,21,22 whereas a
single-layered tetrameric ring of Asp/Glu carboxylates (EEEE/
EEDD loci) constitutes the SF of voltage-gated calcium (Cav)
channels.23,24 The diversity of SFs found in sodium channels
raises the following intriguing questions: (1) What factors
govern the metal competition in these SFs? (2) Which of these
factors are exploited in achieving Na+ selectivity in the different
types of sodium channel SFs?
Here, we endeavor to answer these questions based mainly

on our studies, relying on the original publications for details
about the models and computational approaches. We aim to
elucidate how sodium channel SFs varying in oligomeric
structure, ligand composition, local charge, and pore size can
achieve the same goal of selecting the native Na+ from
competing ions. As we focus on the SF, we do not assess long-
distance effects from other segments of the pore, kinetic
barriers, or bulk properties (e.g., various ion concentrations in
the baths surrounding the channel) on ion selectivity, which
have been discussed in previous studies.25−32 Since the open-
state metal-bound structures of all the sodium channels (except
ASIC16 and a bacterial Nav channel33) remain unsolved, we
have used density functional theory to optimize the geometries
of metal-bound model SFs resembling the various sodium
channel SFs. The optimized geometries were then used to
compute the free energy ΔGx for replacing K+ or Ca2+ bound
inside a model SF, [K+/Ca2+-filter], characterized by an
effective dielectric constant x with Na+; that is,

+ ‐ +

→ ‐ +

+ + +

+ + +
+
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2 6
2

2
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where n = 0 or 1. The ΔGx for eq 1 was computed as a sum of
the gas-phase free energy, ΔG1 (electronic effects) and the
solvation free energy difference between the products and
reactants (solvation effects). A positive ΔGx implies a K+- or
Ca2+-selective filter, whereas a negative ΔGx implies a Na+-
selective one. As the results herein are based on an equilibrium
theory of ion selectivity, the scope of this Account is limited to
equilibrium as opposed to nonequilibrium processes. A caveat
to this approach is its limitations in dealing with the ionic
composition and content of surrounding solutions. Never-
theless, our approach based on eq 1 has yielded trends in the
free energy changes with varying parameters (e.g., the metal/
ligand type, the metal hydration number, and SF pore size) that
are consistent with experimental observations.34−42 Notably, it
has yielded results for an eclectic group of sodium channel SFs
that are in accord with available experimental data, as described
herein.
This Account is structured as follows: First, we outline the

key factors governing the Na+/K+ and Na+/Ca2+ competition in
sodium channel SFs. We then reveal how the various SFs of
epithelial, acid-sensing, eukaryotic Nav, bacterial Nav, and
sodium leak conductance ion channels employ different factors
to achieve Na+ selectivity.

■ FACTORS GOVERNING THE Na+ VERSUS K+ OR
Ca2+ COMPETITION IN SODIUM CHANNEL SFs

Electronic and solvation effects, which determine the net ΔGx

for eq 1, favor different metal ions: Increasing the magnitude of
ion−protein interactions such that electronic effects dictate the
ΔGx favors the cation that is a better electron acceptor, that is,
divalent Ca2+ over monovalent Na+ and K+. In contrast,
diminishing electronic effects enhances the relative contribution
of solvation effects and increases the competitiveness of the ion
with the smaller dehydration penalty, that is, K+ over Na+ and
Ca2+. Hence, the sodium channel SFs have to achieve the right
balance of ion−protein and ion−solvent interactions that would
favor Na+ over its rival cations. Several studies have revealed the
factors that help to achieve this fine balance in sodium
channels:28,39,42−46 These factors involve the inherent proper-
ties of the metal ions, the metal-ligating residues, and the
protein matrix, which could control the SF pore size, rigidity,
and solvent accessibility.

Metal Coordination Number (CN)

Decreasing the metal CN favors Na+ binding to the pore more
than K+ or Ca2+ binding, mainly because K+ and Ca2+ generally
prefer larger CNs in both protein and aqueous solution
compared to Na+.38,39,47 The smaller CN in trimeric SFs
enhances especially Na+/K+ selectivity, as it reduces the steric
repulsion among the bulky protein ligands around Na+ more
than that around the larger K+.

Ligand Ligating Strength

Increasing the charge and charge-donating ability (i.e., ligating
strength) of a protein ligand favors the ion with the better
electron-accepting ability.47 The ligand’s charge-donating ability
increases in going from the Ser/Thr hydroxyl group to the
Asn/Gln/backbone amide group to the Asp/Glu carboxylate,
whereas the electron-accepting ability increases as K+ < Na+ <
Ca2+. Hence, Asp−/Glu− interacts more favorably with Na+
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than with K+, helping to offset the larger dehydration penalty of
Na+ (−98 kcal/mol) compared to that of K+ (−81 kcal/mol),38
but they interact more favorably with Ca2+ than with Na+. As
increasing the ligand’s ligating strength has opposite effects on
the Na+/K+ and Na+/Ca2+ selectivity, a delicate balance should
be maintained between the number and chemical type of the
ligands lining the SF of sodium channels to achieve appreciable
Na+ selectivity over both K+ and Ca2+.

SF Pore Size, Rigidity, and Solvent Exposure

A narrow, rigid pore optimized to fit a bare Na+ is Na+-selective,
as it cannot optimally fit a bulkier cation.39 A wide, rigid pore
that fits a partially/fully hydrated permeable ion with a CN > 3
can also be Na+-selective: Ion hydration favors Na+/Ca2+

selectivity, as the metal ion indirectly binds the SF ligands via
its first-shell water molecules, resulting in longer metal−ligand
distances, which disfavors Ca2+ binding more than Na+ binding
(see Dudev and Lim46). It also favors Na+/K+ selectivity partly
because Na+, being a stronger Lewis acid, polarizes the first-
shell water molecules more than K+, resulting in stronger
metal−water−ligand interactions in the Na+ complexes than in
the respective K+ clusters. Increasing the SF pore’s solvent
exposure (dielectric constant) also enhances Na+ selectivity: In
a high-dielectric pore, Na+/Ca2+ selectivity is enhanced because
the dehydration penalty for Na+ is far less than that for Ca2+.

■ ION SELECTIVITY IN SSS/BBB SFs OF EPITHELIAL
Na CHANNELS OR ASIC

Epithelial/degenerin sodium channels consist of α, β, and γ
subunits that form heterotrimers with SFs containing a
conserved (G/S)XS tract with a pore radius <2.5 Å.13,15,48,49

In this asymmetric SF, an invariant Ser from the α subunit plays
a key role in conferring Na+/K+ selectivity,14 but the conserved
Gly and Ser residues from the β and γ subunits, respectively, are
important in restricting K+ permeation.15 In line with
experimental observations, the calculated free energies ΔGx

for replacing K+ or Ca2+ bound to the Ser hydroxyl O (SSS SF,
Figure 1a) or backbone carbonyl O (BBB SF, Figure 1b) with
Na+ are all negative, indicating a Na+-selective pore. The key
determinants of Na+ selectivity in these SFs appear to be a
narrow rigid pore13−15 formed by the trimeric SF and
undercoordination (CN of 3) of the passing ion, which suits
Na+ better than its contenders who favor larger CNs.
Rigidifying the pore and maintaining its optimal size to fit
dehydrated Na+ imposes a huge energy penalty for binding
larger cations (e.g., K+), thus enhancing selectivity for the
cognate metal (Figure 1a, numbers in parentheses). Increasing
the CN from three to four in a model SF lined with four serines
attenuates the Na+ affinity for the pore, resulting in reduced
Na+/Ca2+ selectivity and reversed Na+/K+ selectivity.39,45

Conformational changes in the pore that would free ≥1
backbone carbonyls to interact with permeant ions7 instead of
the Ser hydroxyl group(s) would enhance Na+/K+ selectivity
(Figure 1b): Compared to the hydroxyl group, the carbonyl
group has stronger ligating strength and stronger interactions
with Na+ than with K+.
Indeed, the X-ray structure of an ASIC/snake toxin complex

shows a BBB SF formed by the glycine of the GAS motif.
Compared to epithelial channel SF, the ASIC SF has a wider
pore of radius (∼3.6 Å) similar to the Na+ hydration radius
(3.58 Å).50 In this wide BBB SF, the protein matrix dictates Na+

selectivity by enlarging the pore size to permit passage of fully
hydrated ions. This favors the permeation of Na+ over K+

because the hydrated Na+ fits snugly in the SF pore and its
hydration sphere is more polarizable than that of K+, securing
more favorable interactions with the SF walls.51 The relatively
high dielectric water-filled ASIC pore favors Na+ over Ca2+

because of the smaller dehydration penalty for Na+ compared
to Ca2+.51 However, increasing the Na+ CN from three in the
epithelial channel SF to six in the wider ASIC pore diminishes
Na+ selectivity: the Na+/K+ permeability ratio for the ASIC
(∼13)8 is an order of magnitude smaller than that for the
epithelial channel (100−500).6,7

■ ION SELECTIVITY IN DEKA/DKEA SFs OF
EUKARYOTIC Nav CHANNELS

Eukaryotic Nav channels and sodium leak conductance
channels are heterotetramers with DEKA/DKEA and EEKE/
EKEE SFs, respectively. In accord with experimental findings,
these SFs are all predicted to be Na+-selective (Figure 2): The
ΔGx for replacing K+ with Na+ in the SF (numbers in black)
varies in a narrow range between −3 and −5 kcal/mol, whereas
those for replacing Ca2+ with Na+ exhibit larger variations
ranging from −6 to −19 kcal/mol (numbers in blue). Also in
agreement with experimental observations,1,9,12,17−19,52 the
DEKA SF is predicted to be more Na+-selective than the
DKEA and EEKE/EKEE SFs (most negative ΔG10/ΔG30 in
Figure 2).
Role of Lys in Ion Selectivity

The presence of a Lys in the SF is necessary and sufficient to
generate Na+-selective channels: Mutation of the Lys in the

Figure 1. Free energies, ΔGx (in kcal/mol), for replacing K+ and Ca2+

(numbers in blue) bound to (a) three OH-ligating groups
(representing Ser side chains) in the SSS filter and (b) three
−CONHCH3 ligating groups (representing backbone peptide groups
denoted by B) in the BBB filter with Na+ (eq 1). ΔG1 refers to the
metal exchange free energy in the gas phase, whereas ΔG10 and ΔG30

refer to the metal exchange free energies in an environment
characterized by an effective dielectric constant of 10 and 30,
respectively. The free energies for eq 1 in a rigid Na+-optimized SSS
filter prohibited from relaxing when K+/Ca2+ is bound in the SF are in
parentheses. The metal-ligating groups are coordinated to the
permeating ion and attached to a carbon−hydrogen ring scaffold via
methylene spacers. Shown are B3-LYP/6-31+G(3d,p) fully optimized
structures of Na+ bound to the model SFs.
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DEKA SF to another residue, even to a positively charged
arginine, drastically reduces (or even reverses) the channel’s
Na+/K+ selectivity,9,10,19 whereas mutation to an aspartate/
glutamate rendered the channel Ca2+-selective.19,52 Conversely,
mutation of the third domain Glu in the EEEE SF of human
cardiac Cav channel and in the DEEA SF of the Ca2+-selective
BSC1 channel to Lys made the channel more permeable to Na+

than to Ba2+.53 Consequently, in the course of evolution, the
presence of a Lys in the SF has played a key role in converting
Ca2+-selective EEEE/DEEA SFs to Na+-selective EEKE/EKEE
and DEKA/DKEA ones.12,18,42 Lysine plays mainly three roles
in the Na+ selectivity process:
Lysine Decreases the Metal CN. Because Lys is not a

metal ligand, only three residues lining the SF coordinate the
metal cation (Figure 2). This increases the competitiveness of
Na+ over K+ and Ca2+, as the small CN of three favors Na+ over
K+ or Ca2+ binding (see above).39,45

Lysine Reduces the SF’s Negative Charge. This role is
especially important in the competition between Na+ and

divalent Ca2+.43,45,54−57 Exchanging a glutamate in the ancestral
EEEE/DEEA SF for Lys attenuates electronic effects in the Na+

→ Ca2+ exchange free energy: The gas-phase free energy for eq
1 decreases linearly with decreasing SF net charge.42 On the
other hand, increasing the pore’s solvent accessibility enhances
the contribution of solvation effects, which favor Na+ over Ca2+

(see above). Thus, in high-dielectric Lys-containing pores,
solvation effects become dominant, strongly favoring Na+ over
Ca2+ (negative ΔG30, Figure 2), as Na+ has a much smaller
dehydration penalty than Ca2+.

Lysine Constricts and Rigidifies the SF Pore. This is via
hydrogen bonding interactions with its neighbors (Figure 2),
consistent with the experimental finding that the DEKA SF is
permeable only to ammonium (of radius 1.8 Å), but not to
larger mono/di/tri/tetramethylammonium ions.10 Rigidifying
the pore that optimally fits the native Na+ enhances Na+

selectivity: In Figure 2, the computed metal exchange free
energies in Na+-optimized pores that were not allowed to relax
upon Ca2+ binding (numbers in parentheses) are more negative
(by ∼6−10 kcal/mol) than those in pores that could relax upon
the passage of the rival cation (blue numbers without
parentheses).

Importance of the Lys Position in the SF

The Lys position in the SF also affects ion selectivity, as the
DEKA SF is more Na+-selective than the DKEA one (free
energies for DKEA in Figure 2b are less negative than those for
DEKA in Figure 2c). This agrees with the finding that (i) the
DEKA SF of rat brain Nav channel is impermeable to Ca2+, but
the DKEA SF of the mutant channel allows Ca2+ through,19 and
(ii) replacing the Glu from the DEEA SF of the Nematostella
vectensis Nav2.1 channel with Lys resulted in a Ca2+-
impermeable DEKA SF but a Ca2+-permeable DKEA SF.12

Why and how does the Lys position in the SF af fect ion selectivity?
The different Lys position in the DEKA and DKEA SFs

changes neither the metal CN nor the SF net charge, but it
rigidifies and constricts the DEKA pore more than the DKEA
one, making the DEKA SF more Na+-selective than the DKEA
one: The Lys interacts with the Asp and Glu metal-f ree O
atoms in the Na-DKEA SF (Figure 2b), but with the Glu and
Ala metal-bound O atoms in the Na-DEKA SF (Figure 2c),
making the latter more rigid than the former. Rigidifying the
DEKA pore increases Na+/Ca2+ selectivity more than rigid-
ifying the DKEA pore (by 4 kcal/mol). The Lys also makes the
DEKA pore narrower than the DKEA one, as the three metal-
bound O atoms are closer to each other in the DEKA SF than
those in the DKEA SF.42 Hence, in the DKEA SF, Na+ is nearly
in the plane formed by the three metal-ligating O atoms, but in
the DEKA SF Na+ has sunk below this plane.

Factors Governing Na+ Selectivity in DEKA SFs

The above results suggest that Nav channels with DEKA SFs
are highly Na+-selective due to the favorable combination of
several factors:

Metal “Undercoordination”. As Lys does not bind the
metal directly, the ion is coordinated to three rather than four
protein ligands in the SF even though the channel is tetrameric.

Balanced SF Charge Density. Interactions with two high-
field strength residues (D and E) favor Na+ binding more than
K+ binding, thus enhancing Na+/K+ selectivity. Increasing
further the number of anionic ligands in the SF would favor
Na+ in the Na+ vs K+ competition, but not in the Na+ vs Ca2+

competition: SFs with three/four45,46 acidic residues binding
directly to the metal cation exhibit decreased/reversed Na+/

Figure 2. Free energies, ΔGx (in kcal/mol), for replacing K+ and Ca2+

(numbers in blue) in model (a) EEKE, (b) DKEA, and (c) DEKA SFs
with Na+. The free energies for eq 1 in a rigid Na+-optimized pore
prohibited from relaxing when Ca2+ is bound in the SF are in
parentheses. Shown are B3-LYP/6-31+G(3d,p) fully optimized
structures of Na+-bound to (a) EEKE, (b) DKEA, and (c) DEKA
model SFs with −CH2−COO−, −CH2−CH2−COO−, and −CH2−
CH2−NH3

+ modeling the Asp, Glu, and Lys side chains, respectively,
and −CON(CH3)2 representing the Ala backbone peptide group. The
dashed lines denote hydrogen bonds.
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Ca2+ selectivity, respectively. Thus, two acidic residues and a
basic Lys apparently provide the optimum field strength for the
DEKA SF so that Na+ could effectively outcompete K+ and
Ca2+ to bind to the SF.
Rigid and Constricted SF Pore. Due to the Lys

interaction network inside the SF, the pore becomes rigid
and constricted, thus fitting Na+ better than rival cations.

■ ION SELECTIVITY IN EEEE SFs OF BACTERIAL Nav
CHANNELS

Whereas Asp, Glu, Lys, and Ala residues from four different
domains line asymmetric DEKA/DKEA SFs in vertebrate Nav
channels,9,12,17,18,52 Glu residues from four identical subunits
comprise symmetrical EEEE SFs in bacterial Nav channels.

11,20

In line with mutagenesis studies,11 the 2.7 Å X-ray structure of
the Arcobacter butzleri Nav channel (PDB 3rvy) captured in a
closed-pore, metal-free conformation reveals four Glu carbox-
ylates lining a water-filled SF.20 Unlike the Ca2+-selective EEEE
Cav channel SFs, bacterial Nav channels exhibit a Na+:Ca2+

permeability ratio of ∼15.11 Without the Lys to reduce the metal
CN, the SF net charge, and the pore size and f lexibility, how does
the high-f ield strength EEEE f ilter bind preferentially Na+?
Consistent with the hypothesis of Payandeh et al.,20

molecular dynamics simulations26,27,29,31,32,58 and combined
density functional theory and continuum dielectric calcula-
tions45,46 show that the ion inside the large EEEE SF is partially
hydrated and is coordinated to only one or two Glu side chains

and indirectly to the other Glu carboxylates via its first-shell
water molecules (Figure 3a). The Na+ selectivity in bacterial
Nav channels can be attributed to the following factors:

Optimal Ligating Strength of the Glu Residues

The strong charge-donating ability of the Glu carboxylates has
opposite effects on the Na+/K+ and Na+/Ca2+ selectivity (see
above): It enables Na+ to outcompete the weaker electron-
acceptor K+,27 but not Ca2+. On the other hand, protonation of
the Glu residues would have a favorable effect on the Na+/Ca2+

selectivity,45 as it attenuates the favorable electrostatic
interactions with dicationic Ca2+ more than that with
monocationic Na+. Thus, fine-tuning of the metal−carboxylate
electrostatic interactions via protonation of the Glu residues or
bridging water molecules (see below) could help to achieve
optimal selectivity for Na+ over K+ and Ca2+.

Wide, Solvent-Accessible SF Pore

The bacterial Nav channel X-ray structure shows a wide, water-
filled pore (aperture area of ∼21 Å2) that can fit a metal ion
bound to two water molecules in the EEEE ring plane.20 Such a
pore aperture fits a partially hydrated Na+, but is too small for
the bulkier hydrated K+ to fit in plane with water molecules
bridging to the carboxylates. Hence, the electrostatic inter-
actions between K+ and the EEEE filter are suboptimal, so K+

binding inside the filter is less favorable than Na+ binding.27,29

The electrostatic interactions between Ca2+ and the EEEE filter
are also suboptimal due to the loss of ≥1 direct metal−

Figure 3. Free energy (in kcal/mol) for replacing Ca2+ in the model EEEE SF with Na+ where the metal cation is bound to (a) two and (b) four
water molecules. Fully optimized Na+ and Ca2+-bound B3LYP/6-31+G(3d,p) structures are shown. The pore aperture area is given in parentheses.
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carboxylate contacts and longer metal−O(carboxylate) dis-
tances, which disfavors Ca2+ binding more than Na+ binding.46

As shown in Figure 3, a wide, solvent-accessible pore that binds
the metal cation via ≥2 water molecules confers moderate
selectivity for Na+ over Ca2+ (negative ΔG30).

Rigid Pore

The crystal structure of the bacterial Nav shows hydrogen
bonds between the metal-free carboxylate O atoms of Glu
residues in the SF and the backbone amide groups of
neighboring residues.20 These first-shell to second-shell hydro-
gen bonds help to rigidify the SF, thus enhancing the selectivity
for Na+ over K+ and Ca2+.

■ CONCLUDING REMARKS

Sodium channels work in concert with other highly
discriminatory ion channels such as voltage-gated potassium
and calcium channels, which also exhibit remarkable ion
selectivity toward their cognate metal cation. Over billions of
years of cell evolution, the SFs of these molecular devises have
adapted to the specific physicochemical properties of the
cognate ion, using various strategies to enable them to
efficiently select the native ion among its contenders. Among
the SFs of sodium, potassium, magnesium, and calcium
channels, those of sodium channels seem to be the most
diverse with respect to their oligomericity, composition, overall
charge, pore size, and solvent accessibility. Accordingly, these
SFs have adopted different strategies to achieve the desired Na+

selectivity.
The SFs of epithelial and eukaryotic Nav channels help to

select Na+ over both K+ and Ca2+ using a well-balanced
combination of several factors. These SFs provide three metal-
ligating residues, which suits the coordination preference of the
native Na+ better than its rivals. Another factor that plays an
important role in tailoring the Na+ selectivity of these SFs is the
well-balanced ligating strength of the residues lining the pore
which, on one hand, is strong enough to favor Na+ over K+ but,
on the other hand, not so strong as to favor dicationic Ca2+. In
addition, rigidifying and constricting the pore to geometrically
fit the cognate Na+ further enhances the Na+ selectivity of these
SFs, as binding of a bulky metal ion (e.g., K+) in a narrow Na+-
optimized pore imposes a large energy penalty. This strategy is
exemplified by the DEKA SF, where the conserved Lys rigidifies
and constricts the pore via a tight network of hydrogen bonds.
A different strategy is used in the BBB SF of the ASIC and

the EEEE SF of bacterial Nav channels: By allowing water
inside the pore and enlarging the pore to fit a fully/partially
hydrated cation, the SF preferentially binds the cognate ion
over its competitors. Relative to K+, Na+ polarizes its first-shell
water molecule(s), resulting in more favorable interactions with
the SF walls than its rival K+. Furthermore, the water-mediated
Ca2+···O(carbonyl/carboxylate) interactions become more
attenuated than the respective Na+ interactions, thus
diminishing the magnitude of the electronic effects (which
favor Ca2+) relative to that of solvation effects (which favor
Na+). This shows that the protein matrix controls ion selectivity
in the ASIC and bacterial Nav SFs by attenuating ion−protein
interactions relative to ion−solvent interactions.45,46
When X-ray structures of epithelial and eukaryotic sodium

channels and calcium channels bound to their cognate ions
become available, they would enable all-atom molecular
dynamics simulations using force fields that account for charge
transfer and polarization effects59 and umbrella sampling

calculations to compute free energy profiles for the movement
of ≥1 ions across the SF, as performed for bacterial Nav
channels based on their X-ray structures.27,29,31,32 The free
energy simulations could help to elucidate how rigidity effects
are finely tuned so that the channel protein can not only select
but also permeate its cognate ion. They could also help to
determine to what extent the conserved residues lining the SF,
the protein matrix, the coupling between ions and kinetic
barriers contribute to Na+/K+ or Na+/Ca2+ selectivity in the
channel. In addition, nonequilibrium simulations using force
fields that can account for electronic effects could help to
determine how, and to what extent, ion selectivity depends on
the composition and concentration of the ionic solutions in
which sodium channels function.
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